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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In
Europe’s
digital
policy,
digital
managerialists, digital frontrunners, and
digital convergers have emerged as coalitions
among EU member states. This paper lays
a focus on their stances on digital-policy
reform and on their own understanding of the
costs and benefits of the growth of the digital
economy. The paper also suggests new ways
for countries to cooperate in current or new
constellations, which will allow them to profit
from other countries’ experiences, and to
fully develop their own policy preferences as
well as a clear understanding of appropriate
digital reforms for them.
Digitisation has the potential to support
growth in many different sectors and the
growing digital economy will make positive
contributions to the productivity of nonICT sectors as well. This is especially true
for the services sector. However, countries
with smaller digital endowments (e.g.
digital infrastructure like networks) often
believe that they do not stand to profit as
much from digitisation as countries with

bigger endowments. That is a profound
misconception. Here, it is crucial to note that
economic success in the digital economy
is actually not merely the absolute level of
digital endowments, but rather the way in
which these endowments are effectively
employed.
Reaping the rewards in the digital economy
is based on an exchange that exploits
the comparative advantages of countries
and here, digital frontrunners, but also
digital convergers, are performing well.
Digital convergers are well established
in international value chains and they
create significant output from their digital
endowments. They have an interest in
improved regulatory conditions as a result of
their trade and economic integration that is
shared with frontier economies.
The future task for digital convergers
lies in both increasing their output from
accumulated digital capital via climbing the
value chains of the digital economy, as well
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as increasing their digital endowments. In
order to do so, digital convergers require
better market conditions and increased
investment in digital capacities and skills.
The ability of digital convergers to profit from
digital value chains also depends on their
trading partners and on their proximity to
these frontier economies. Digital convergers
can thus profit from a more rapid pace of
digital economy growth by tying themselves
closer to frontrunner economies.
In addition, they can profit from the
experience of digital frontrunners in
developing their digital economies both
for benefiting from lessons learned in their
process of doing so, but also for further
identifying and clarifying their own policy
needs and position. Accordingly, this
paper suggests that digital convergers
could join more closely in cooperation with
digital frontrunners and potentially form a
D16 group to articulate their policies and
priorities, and to devise strategies to shape
EU digital policy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The European Union and its member states have clearly benefited from the growth of the
digital economy. Yet political initiatives to progress Europe’s digital economy – to create a larger
space and better regulations for digital entrepreneurs and innovators to thrive – are surprisingly
often confronted by political resistance. While every member of the European Union is on a
quest to improve digital skills and the capacity of its ICT infrastructure – and, generally, to
become attractive places for digital entrepreneurs, innovators and investors – initiatives at the
European level have often failed to achieve the targeted ambitions or goals. This is primarily (but
not exclusively) because groups of members in the EU have taken a restrictive view of how large
that space for the digital economy should be and what regulations should apply.
Neither the digital economy nor the European Union are alien to disputes about policy and
how to reform policy. Just like in previous periods of technological change, the current one
provokes aspiration as well as anxiety. For some, there is an underlying (but unsubstantiated)
expectation that the digital economy will reduce the economic opportunity of a small or large
part of the society.1 In the alarmist predictions about the effects of digitisation, it is professed
that a significant share of the labour force is about to become members of a dispossessed digital
proletariat, permanently demoted to low economic expectations. Likewise, there is controversy
in the debate about policy details and the more obscure parts of digital regulations. Member
states in the EU often differ about the right direction of policy and, just as in other matters
related to economic affairs (e.g. international trade and the Single Market), the conflicting
opinions follow a pattern.
In Europe’s digital policy, there has gradually been a formation of coalitions among EU member
states, often reflecting which sectors that are influential in the respective economies. In this paper,
we will work with three coalitions and especially review the latter two: digital managerialists,
digital frontrunners, and digital convergers. The first group, digital managerialists, is defined
by its desire to balance a positive attitude to digital opportunities for societies with defensive
economic interests that fear the competition that digitisation encourage. In addition, both
attitudes are wrapped up in digital dirigisme, a general disposition and temperament supporting
more rather than less regulation of the digital economy. Members of the second group, digital
frontrunners, are generally small and open economies that rely heavily on trade and that have
high digital readiness (defined by ICT infrastructure, digital skills, and digital use). This group
tends to be on the side of the argument that favours deregulation rather than regulation of the
digital economy – partly because of own economic interests; partly because of a political culture
in those countries that embrace openness to new ideas, technology and societal change. Finally,
countries in the last group – digital convergers – are catching up on other EU members, in
terms of both economic prosperity and digital performance. While their ICT infrastructure is
generally good, these countries are still trailing others in digital skills – and, with substantial
digital inequality, broad-based economic benefit from digitisation are held back. Furthermore,
a good part of their economy is based on the production of parts, components and services to
multinational firms – and many digital convergers are uncertain about where in the digital value
chain they stand and if greater openness to growth, competition and experimentation in the
digital economy can allow them to climb that value chain at a faster rate.
While the policy character of these groups has gradually been articulated, it is less clear what two
of the groups – the digital frontrunners and digital convergers – actually want to achieve in EU
policy on the digital economy. It is obvious to any observer of digital politics where the source
of resistance can be found and how the digital managerialists have maneuvered to slow down
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the pace of policy change.2 It is equally obvious why some of the countries in this group feel that
things should slow down: they are articulating the politics of defensive corporate interests that
want more time to adjust to new technologies and patterns of digital competition.
However, it is less obvious what the digital frontrunners are trying to achieve. While they are
clearly supportive of a policy that releases the forces of growth in the digital economy, they
are seldom taking positions that stake out future ambitions or set a path for where Europe’s
digital economy should go. Until recently, they have been somewhat hesitant to seek coalitions
with other countries. Generally, their strategy seems to have been focused at supporting most
initiatives launched by the European Commission. Similarly, it is unclear what the convergers
want to achieve, other than general ambitions to expand their ICT capacity. On matters of EUbased market and regulatory policy for the digital economy, they are often sitting on the fence,
without a clear idea of where their own economic interest lies. While they often go along with
soft digital reforms, they do not seem to have a policy for how they want to use EU policy to
support their digital growth.
The purpose of the paper is to shed light on the politics, economics and political economy of
digital-economy reform in Europe – and to delineate what should be the policy positions of
various groups of countries. The paper will consider their stances on digital-policy reform and
suggest various ways for countries to work with each other in current or new constellations – all
with the purpose of reinforcing the understanding of their costs and benefits of the growth of
the digital economy, and what should be appropriate digital reforms for them. Before we start
that, however, we first need to set the scene for the discussion – and dive deeper into the various
groups this study will work with.
Europe in the Digital Economy
The emergence and growth of the digital economy has been a boon for Europe. It is, by some
distance, the fastest growing economy in Europe – and in the rest of the developed group of
economies. According to the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), digital output among its member economies has been growing at about 10% per year
for the past five years. It is now an economy that also employs a lot of people and, despite fears
about digital innovation disrupting incumbents and leading to a net loss of jobs, the reality is
the opposite. In France alone, suggest a study by McKinsey, the digital sector has led to a net
addition of 70,000 jobs.
These are impressive rates of growth – and all the more so when it is taken into account that
the digital economy now has become sizeable and does not show high growth rates because it is
small. Accenture, the consultancy, estimates that digital output already represents about 25% of
Europe’s total gross domestic product (GDP) – or 3.6 trillion euros – and, consequently, that
the share of digital output in Europe’s GDP is higher than the global average at about 22.5%
(see Chart 1) (Accenture, 2016). Already achieved growth has emerged on the back of sizeable
investments in creating good ICT capacities and digital endowments – telecom networks and
digital skills among them. Governments have also promoted policies that have opened sectors
up to new digital innovation.

Digital managerialists have, for example, supported platform regulation and the break-up of US tech firms, and
they have been skeptical of – if not hostile to – digital single market reforms like the free flow of data. They are
also hesitant about creating a single market for services in Europe that would allow for more digital competition in
non-digital sectors.
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Chart 1: The Percentage of Digital Output as a Proportion of GDP
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Recently, member states have also given their approval of Europe’s flagship policy initiative for
the digital economy – the so-called Digital Single Market (DSM) agenda. Undoubtedly, this is
an initiative with great economic potential. If there would be a Digital Single Market, supporting
openness to data and data services, there would be far fewer restrictions in Europe to digital
entrepreneurship and commerce, and there would be better protection against future actions
that would increase the regulatory burden on the digital economy. A fully integrated market for
the digital economy would support the non-digital economy in many ways, and help producers
and consumers to make the best of their limited resources. Rightly, EU leaders have used the
example of e-commerce to drive home the point that the digital economy needs fewer regulatory
barriers. For instance, the European Commission found in a study of a basket of 100 goods that
consumers could save up to 745 euros (or 16% of total expenditures) if they purchased them
online across the EU. In six out of 10 cases, however, such transactions could not be completed
because of various barriers. If policies clogging the arteries of e-commerce were eliminated, total
consumer welfare gains would exceed 200 billion euros per year.
Policies that establish open and predictable rules for the digital economy will reinforce the
positive economic impact of digitisation. Rules that open the economies for more digital
competition and innovation, from home or abroad, will raise growth and give consumers better
value for money. Such rules are important because, across the world, there is always a temptation
to introduce detailed and granular restrictions, many of which fail in the implementation. Part
of the temptation comes from the undeniable fact that some issues around the digital economy
have been politically controversial and sometimes prompted opposition because of fears that the
digital economy may erode the competitiveness of some of its leading firms. Obviously, hesitant
reactions often reflect the unpreparedness for digital renewal in non-digital sectors. While sectors
and companies close to the digital frontier have been quick to embrace new opportunities to
raise competitiveness and productivity, others have been lagging behind, especially in countries
with a high share of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that are struggling to catch up
with the technological frontier.
A fully integrated digital market in Europe would help SMEs to profit on the back of digitisation.
In countries like Italy, for instance, there is a high share of non-frontier SMEs – more than 50%
of all firms are non-digital and just a little more than 1% of all firms are fully digital (see Table
1). For Italy to catch up economically, it is important that its firms get closer to the technological
frontier. All too often, however, SMEs in Italy and elsewhere find it difficult or expensive to
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access necessary technologies and skills, especially when there are restrictions on platforms or
cross-border access to digital services. A great asset in the Digital Single Market is that it would
help to converge SMEs to the frontier by easing the diffusion of digital technologies and services
in the economy through reduced barriers to get the digital capacities they need in order to
compete.
Table 1: Percentage of Firms According to their Technologies Adoption
Non Digital

Digital
Beginners

Digital
Followers

Digital
Mature

Fully Digital

UK

26.8%

38.8%

23.7%

8.0%

2.6%

France

28.7%

36.9%

25.9%

6.1%

2.1%

Germany

31.5%

41.3%

21.1%

4.2%

1.9%

Italy

52.3%

28.7%

14.4%

3.3%

1.2%

Spain

28.6%

41.6%

25.6%

3.0%

1.2%

Source: Accenture
Reducing the barriers to the digital economy would also boost Europe’s platform economy and
create better conditions for domestic platforms to grow. In recent years, the rise of online platforms
has been viewed by some in Europe as problematic, partly because restrictions to digital business
in Europe are high. Europe trails behind both the United States and the Asia-Pacific region in
encouraging successful platform enterprises. According to the Center for Global Enterprise,
while 27 digital platforms, with 109 000 employees and a combined market capitalisation of
181 billion US dollars, were created in Europe, the Asia-Pacific has seen the creation of 82 digital
platforms with close to 350 000 employees and combined market capitalisation of 930 billion
US dollars. Both regions do not come close to the combined market capitalisation of US-based
digital platforms – about 3 trillion US dollars (Evans and Gawer, 2016).
Chart 2: The Platform Economy in the EU, the Asia-Pacific and North America
Market cap (billion USD)
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Source: Center for Global Enterprise
Despite fears about job-losses to follow on the heels of digitsation, there is a strong and positive
case for digital innovation that often gets lost in the debate: technological transformations create
new firms and jobs. And that is badly needed in a Europe that has high unemployment, not least
among young generations, and that has witnessed declining churn rates of firms over the last
decade, if not longer. Today, the rates of firm entry and firm exit are lower than before, which
suggests that the problem confronting Europe is not one about galloping technological change
in the real economy. The consultancy Accenture estimates that Europe’s digital economy will
have grown by one trillion euro by 2020, leading to new business creation and jobs. In Europe
as a whole, a Digital Single Market would add almost four million new jobs, according to the
European Parliament’s Research Service.
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Europe’s exposure to digital innovation in other areas of the world is a key part of the current
and future success. Not only are many European innovators and companies supplying services
to the American digital firms, but access to the services offered by these firms have helped to
create a more productive European economy. While it is impossible to distinguish the effects
of foreign ICT firms on Europe’s productivity growth, ICT sectors have represented between
35 and 50% of Europe’s total factor productivity growth in the past 15 years. Furthermore,
foreign ICT providers give European firms greater capacities to compete and raise revenues.
For Europe’s businesses, having undisrupted access to digital services is key to their ability to
compete. Closing Europe off from the digital world would have serious consequences, especially
for Europe’s community of small and medium-sized firms that cannot afford to build up their
own digital services.
Digitisation supports growth in many different sectors – and the general case for the digital
economy is that it will make positive contributions to the productivity of non-ICT sectors.
However, this is where Europe has a clear challenge, especially in the services sector. Benchmarking
the general composition of productivity growth in the EU with the U.S., which has a similar
balance between manufacturing and services in its economy, is instructive, and gives an indication
about how the European economy could grow faster by expanding the digital economy. It is not
just a matter of investment in ICT, but also what happens in the broader services sector when
the economy gets transformed. Obviously, the European services sector growth has trailed the
expansion in U.S. services. The same is true for productivity growth, and what contribution the
services sector gives to general productivity growth.
The McKinsey Global Institute has estimated the productivity gap in business services3 between the
EU and the U.S. to be as high as 43%. Chart 3, below, gives further evidence to that observation.
It shows the contribution of major industrial sectors to aggregate productivity growth in the
U.S. and the EU for the period between 1995 and 2007. The difference between market-service
contributions is striking: 0.6 percentage points for the EU against 1.8 percentage points for the
U.S. Similarly, other estimates show that between 1995 and 2005, business services contributed
0.7% annually to productivity growth in U.S. commercial services and -0.1% annually in the
EU. In other words, that sector drained the economy of productivity, and that is remarkable
given how it has been supporting productivity in other countries through digitisation. It is all
the more remarkable when it is taken into account that business and commercial services include
a wide range of highly diversified ICT services (such as programming, data facilitation and
storage) and digital marketing services.
Chart 3: Major Sector Contributions to Productivity Growth in Selected Economies, 1995-2007

Source: Timmer et al. (2011). In this study, “market services” include a wide variety of economic
activities, ranging from trade and transportation services, to financial and business services, but also
hotels, restaurants, and personal services.
Business services include not only professional services (accountancy, legal, engineering, marketing, tax and
management consultancy, architects), but also IT, software services, technical testing, and labour search services
etc. Business services are mainly used as inputs by other firms.
3
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Another way of looking at the same issue is to consider the diffusion rates of technology in
European economies. Obviously, frontier firms – usually larger and internationally competitive
enterprises – adopt new technologies and grow their productivity faster than other firms. What
defines the scope of productivity for the entire business sector is what happens in non-frontier
firms. In the manufacturing sector, firms in the Euro area have faster rates of productivity growth
than non-frontier firms in the OECD as a whole. In services, however, it is the opposite relation
(as shown in Chart 4 below). While there are several explanations behind Europe’s trailing
services sector, it has been known for a long time that a key problem is related to the rate of
technology diffusion in the sector of services SMEs. This is why a chief ambition for Europe
should be to raise the level of technological and digital intensity in its entire economy – and to
ensure that the restrictions to technological diffusion are reduced.
Chart 4: Technology Diffusion globally and in the Euro Area – Services (Index: 2003=1)

Source: European Central Bank
Digital Performance and Politics in the European Union
Initiatives in Brussels to reduce the barriers to digital enterprise in Europe – and to establish a
Digital Single Market – have generally conformed to the desire of accelerating digitisation and
raise its positive economic impact. While many of the initiatives taken have encouraged such
change, it is equally important to note that several initiatives have fallen short of the ambition
to create a Digital Single Market. Furthermore, it is equally clear that many policy initiatives
did not deliver in accordance with their initial plans, primarily because policy reforms were
weakened and ambitions reduced once the initiatives became the subject of member-state political
haggling. In particular, the DSM initiative is falling desperately short on policies that deregulate
sectors. As countries have agreed on establishing new digital regulations, but not opened sectors
up for more digital opportunity, the reality on the ground – felt by many companies, especially
small entrepreneurs – is that the digital economy is increasingly depressed by heavy-handed
regulations that have raised the total level of digital restrictiveness.
Generally, positions taken by member states in those matters tend to follow the three different
coalition formations that were outlined above – digital managerialists, digital frontrunners and
digital convergers. These groups, in turn, broadly reflect how member economies perform in
various indicators of their digital intensity – and their general pre-disposition to policies of
regulation and openness to market-led structural economic change. Let us consider some of
these indicators – especially for the two groups that we chiefly are focusing on in this paper:
digital frontrunners and digital convergers. As we are talking about policies that affect EEA
countries and Switzerland – and the soon-to-be departed United Kingdom – we have divided
the frontrunner group in two categories – EU and non-EU.
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The next three tables lay out the performance of groups and countries in different measurements
and indexes of digital intensity. The general conclusion is clear: digital frontrunners are ahead of
digital convergers in all scores. They have better ICT infrastructure – or connectivity; they have
better digital skills and use the Internet more frequently. They have a greater digital “deepening”
in their economy – digital output plays a greater role for them. If we would compare these
performances with a country like Germany – in our view, a digital managerialist – it would be
somewhere between these two groups, often closer to the digital convergers than the frontrunners.
Table 2: The European Commission’s Digital Economy and Society Index 2017

1 Connectivity

2 Human
Capital

3 Use of
Internet

4 Integration
of Digital
Technology

5 Digital
Public
Services

DESI Total

Digital
Frontrunners
Belgium

15.6

11.4

10.4

10.4

11.5

59.3

Denmark

15.3

13.8

14.4

12.5

14.8

70.7

Estonia

12.4

11.6

12.0

6.3

16.8

59.1

Finland

12.9

15.3

12.4

11.1

16.3

68.0

Ireland

12.9

11.2

9.6

11.1

13.5

58.3

Luxembourg

15.8

14.6

12.8

6.0

9.7

58.9

Netherlands

16.3

13.0

12.4

9.6

15.3

66.7

Sweden

15.1

13.9

14.3

10.8

13.1

67.1

Latvia

12.7

8.7

10.9

4.5

10.3

47.2

Lithuania

14.1

9.0

11.1

8.8

12.4

55.5

Group average

14.3

12.3

12.0

9,1

13.4

61.1

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Non-EU
frontrunners
Norway

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

14.8

14.3

11.9

7.4

10.0

58.4

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Czech Republic

12.5

10.6

8.4

8.2

8.9

48.5

Hungary

12.7

9.7

10.3

4.7

7.1

44.6

Poland

10.5

9.0

8.1

4.3

10.5

42.4

Portugal

13.5

8.9

8.8

8.6

13.0

52.7

Slovakia

10.8

10.0

9.9

6.0

8.5

45.3

Spain

11.9

10.0

9.5

8.3

14.5

54.2

Group average

12.0

9.7

9.2

6.7

10.4

48.0

Switzerland
United Kingdom
Group average
Digital convergers

Source: European Commission
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Table 3: Standard Indicators of Digital Performance
E-intensity
score,
2015

ICT goods
exports, 2015
(% of total
goods exports)

Belgium

152

2.1

Denmark

215

3.7

Estonia

144

Finland

165

Ireland
Luxembourg

ICT service
exports,
2015
(% of
service
exports,
BoP)

Global
innovation
index score,
2016 (
(ICTS)

Broadband
speed,
2016

Internet
Users,
2016 (%)

Fixed
Broadband
Subscriptions,
2016 (per 100
pop.)

MobileBroadband
Subscriptions,
2016 (per 100
pop.)

46.1

70.6

17.5

85.1

36.8

66.6

17.2

74.1

16.1

96.3

42.5

116.8

11.9

26.3

77.2

11.4

88.4

28.7

114.3

2.5

50.2

77.0

20.1

92.7

31.7

144.1

155

6.0

65.8

70.8

12.8

80.1

27.7

95.0

213

2.3

20.9

73.8

10.5

97.3

36.5

83.3

Netherlands

198

10.9

35.2

90.1

14.8

93.1

41.7

70.5

Sweden

210

6.9

45.7

75.7

14.2

90.6

36.1

122.1

Latvia

143

11.5

24.3

69.0

15.9

76.2

25.1

67.0

Lithuania

132

3.9

12.4

67.9

9.3

71.4

27.8

74.2

172.7

6.2

34.4

74.6

14.3

87.1

33.5

95.4

Norway

190

1.1

32.5

77.7

18.2

96.8

38.9

92.8

Switzerland

158

1.1

29.4

64.9

31.1

88.0

44.8

97.6

United
Kingdom

190

4.1

35.7

90.6

26.8

92.0

37.7

87.8

179.3

2.1

32.5

77.7

25.4

92.3

40.5

92.7

Czech
Republic

142

13.5

31.6

49.9

7.7

81.3

27.9

68.8

Hungary

120

11.6

28.5

57.1

13.8

72.8

27.4

39.8

Poland

125

8.1

32.1

57.8

10.0

68.0

19.5

60.2

Portugal

125

2.4

23.4

64.4

8.2

68.6

29.6

52.0

Slovakia

123

16.6

29.8

60.2

13.3

85.0

23.3

67.5

Spain

136

1.3

27.0

79.3

13.4

78.7

28.3

82.1

128.5

8.9

28.7

61.5

11.1

75.7

26.0

61.7

Digital
Frontrunners

Group
average
Non-EU
frontrunners

Group
average
Digital
convergers

Group
average

Source: World Bank; World Economic Forum
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Table 4: Performance in the Two Main Global Digital Indexes
Networked readiness
index, 2017

ICT Development
Index, 2016

Digital Frontrunners
Belgium

5.4

7.8

Denmark

5.6

8.7

Estonia

5.4

8.1

Finland

6.0

8.1

Ireland

5.3

7.9

Luxembourg

5.7

8.4

Netherlands

5.8

8.4

Sweden

5.8

8.5

Latvia

4.8

7.1

Lithuania

4.9

7.1

Group average

5.5

8.0

Norway

5.8

8.4

Switzerland

5.8

8.7

Non-EU frontrunners

United Kingdom

5.7

8.6

Group average

5.8

8.6

Czech Republic

4.7

7.3

Hungary

4.4

6.7

Poland

4.5

6.7

Portugal

4.9

6.9

Slovakia

4.4

6.7

Spain

4.8

7.6

Group average

4.6

7.0

Digital convergers

Source: World Economic Forum; International Telecommunication Union
The measurements displayed in tables 2-4 concern tangible – and often material – aspects
of digital performance. Obviously, they are important; the better the digital endowment of
a country, the more that country is likely to generate high economic growth on the back of
digitization. Yet economic indicators alone do not give the full picture. Arguably, there are good
reasons to add two countries to the group of digital frontrunners that usually are not found in
that category, and that show a digital performance that is trailing frontrunners and, in some
indicators, is closer to digital convergers. These countries are Latvia and Lithuania.
There is a simple reason for this choice: both Latvia and Lithuania have made substantial
progress in their digital performance and – more importantly – they are generally economies
that support the policy ambitions of digital frontrunners. Moreover, these two countries are
generally very open and trade-dependent economies with little choice to substitute imported
technology adoption by domestic technology creation. Importantly, the policy culture in these
two countries is generally progressive on matters related to technology and technological change.
Like other digital frontrunners – such as their neighbors Estonia, Finland and Sweden – it is
likely that Latvia and Lithuania would favour a larger space for the digital economy even if they
were uncertain about its economic benefits. And this is a distinguishing hallmark of all digital
frontrunners – they have a “policy instinct” in matters of the digital economy that is based on
openness to technological change and its ensuing effects on the society.
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Policy and Strategy for the Digital Economy
In this chapter, we have argued that the growth of the digital economy has generated strong
benefits for the European economy. Despite that, new initiatives to advance the digital economy
are often confronted by resistance from some countries – and that resistance often comes from
digital managerialists that fear reforms to either be misdirected or encouraging new forms of
competition at a pace which is too fast.
While it gradually has become clear what digital managerialists fear, it is less obvious what digital
frontrunners and digital convergers desire – or what they want from new policy at the European
level. Frontrunners usually give their support to efforts by the European Commission to cut the
barriers to digitisation and digital commerce in Europe, but they seem to take for granted that
most proposals conform to that agenda and that there is not a need to raise the level of ambition
for what the EU should aim for and at what speed. Moreover, few of the frontrunners seem to
have an idea of what defines a Digital Single Market and how current proposals score in that
context. Importantly, digital frontrunners do not carry an idea for how their group could expand
– and how they could join forces with digital convergers that aspire to become frontrunners.
In the next two chapters, we will examine how countries define (or not) their policy strategy
and form coalitions in matters related to digital policy. While digital managerialists can exercise
influence by virtue of their economic size (and voting power), digital frontrunners and digital
convergers do not come with the same economic and political power, and consequently have a
greater need for policy collaboration. The question is – are they acknowledging that need for
greater collaboration and, if not, what should they do about it?
These chapters address two essential questions. First, they aim at answering why certain countries
form coalitions in matters related to digital policy? What is the purpose of forming such coalitions
for the countries involved in them? Second, they address the question of how different groups
of countries can make use of such coalitions and related initiatives to exert influence and to
promote their interests regarding digital policy. These questions are relevant both for the group
of digital frontrunners as well as for the digital convergers. The analysis of these questions for
both of these groups is structured in two parts: narrative and initiative. It firstly focuses on the
narrative of the country groups, how they are positioned within the digital economy of Europe
and how they could benefit from greater integration in and openness towards it. Secondly, it
drafts ideas for specific initiatives and forms of collaboration going forward.
2. CONVERGERS, FRONTRUNNERS AND THEIR DIGITAL PERFORMANCE

There is one aspect where digital convergers differ from frontrunners: their digital endowments
are less well developed. Consequently, a key ambition for increasing the growth potential of the
digital economy in converging countries is to expand their ICT capacity and their digital human
capital. Using the two main global digital indexes from the previous chapter as a benchmark,
digital convergers only perform with an average of 4.6 in the Networked Readiness Index and
7.0 in the ICT Development Index – scores that can be compared with those of EU frontrunners
(5.5 and 8.0) and non-EU frontrunners (5.8 and 8.6). The same is true for the total average
group scores in the European Commission’s Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) as well
as the standard digital performance indicators outlined in tables 2-4 in the previous chapter:
digital convergers are still catching up.
Their lower level of digital endowments is often translated, also within the countries in question
themselves, into a perception that they have a low ability to profit from opening up to the digital
economy. Smaller endowments are often seen as reducing the competitiveness of these economies
– and a reason to be hesitant about promises of growth to follow on the heels of digitisation.
However, that is a gross misreading of the economics of the digital economy. Endowments are
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only one side of the equation. What is key for economic success in the digital economy is actually
not the total amount of digital endowments, but rather how the endowments are employed
in the economy. Or to put it in different terms: how countries are using their comparative
advantages.
Obviously, all countries cannot be at the top at the same time, but just because endowments are
smaller does not mean that countries do not stand to benefit from new digital opportunities.
Just like the entire economy, the patterns of rewards in the digital economy are based on an
exchange that exploits the comparative advantages of countries. And by that standard, both
digital frontrunners and convergers are actually doing pretty well. To see how – and what
different countries can do to improve their relative performance – let us consider the chart below.
Chart 5 shows that countries do not need to be equally endowed with a stock of digital
investments and capacities in order to reap positive economic benefits: what is more important
is how the stock of endowments, in this case measured by software capital per worker, is used in
order to generate output. Some countries have built up a very large stock of data or computerized
information – in the digital economy, this is a good benchmark of digital endowments – and,
as can be seen, frontrunner countries like Sweden and the United Kingdom are well ahead of
other countries. The size of the endowment – measured on the x-axis – does not say anything
about whether Sweden and the UK are performing well, if they are utilizing that endowment or
if there is a lot of underemployed capacities in the economy. The important metric is how close
they are to the mean or fitted-values line, which measures how they – relative to other countries
– are embedding their data endowment in the economy, in this case a measure of output like
data traffic per worker (the y-axis). The conclusion is that countries above the line are, relative
to others, using their digital endowments more and that for every unit of software capital added
to the endowments, more data traffic is generated than in other countries. Just like with other
investments in endowments, output is not generated just by adding more endowments – and
the real key to economic success is to improve the utilization of the stock of capital that exists.
Chart 5: Real Software Stock per Worker (2010) and Data Traffic per Worker (2014)

Source: ECIPE calculations based on van der Marel (2016). Data does not exist for other EU countries.
Using the same concept of performance relative to others, is there a way to get a sense of what
factors are preventing countries from better exploiting their digital endowments? Take the case of
Germany, a leading digital managerialists in Europe. Obviously, what sets Germany apart from
the rest of the EU is not poor digital endowments: its digital capacity is comparatively strong.
But the digital intensity of its trade is below what is expected from a country with Germany’s
digital capacity, and what stands in the way is not policies that prevent individuals to exploit
their digital skills. A larger problem is gap between German firms and EU frontier firms in
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their use of digital technologies, services and business models. Policy initiatives are currently
lacking a focus on removing obstacles and creating incentives for businesses to make use of these
endowments. However, such increased usage of digital endowments by businesses would be
crucial for increasing the competitiveness of Germany’s economy in the future (Deringer, Erixon,
Lamprecht and Van der Marel, 2017). Germany is not alone in Europe of underperforming
relative to its capacity, and table 5 shows the result for the EU membership.
Table 5: Over and under trading by digital services sector
Overall

Business Merchanting Communication Finance Computer

1

IRL

2

HUN

BGR

IRL

CAN

3

BEL

HUN

HUN

NLD

4

CAN

NZL

NZL

ITA

5

BGR

ROM

KOR

CHL

CHL

BEL

IRL

Insurance

IRL

IRL

BEL

NZL

BGR

NZL

CHL

GBR

BGR

CAN

CHL

USA

ITA

BGR

TUR

6

USA

IRL

JPN

GBR

CAN

HUN

CAN

7

GBR

CZE

TUR

IRL

GBR

CZE

USA

8

ROM

CAN

BEL

FRA

TUR

AUS

GRC

9

NLD

BEL

PRT

ROM

ESP

FIN

DEU

10

CZE

KOR

AUT

DEU

ROM

BEL

ITA

11

CHL

LTU

FIN

SWE

HUN

ROM

BEL

12

KOR

POL

CAN

AUT

KOR

GRC

AUT

13

ESP

AUS

DNK

AUS

CHL

AUT

FRA

JPN

PRT

ITA

BGR

USA

DNK

CZE

15

AUT

AUT

CZE

ESP

GRC

ESP

ESP

16

ITA

TUR

FRA

PRT

AUT

SWE

NLD

17

FRA

NLD

GRC

TUR

PRT

ITA

SWE

18

SWE

GRC

SWE

HUN

FRA

PRT

POL

19

DEU

ESP

BGR

CZE

DEU

POL

KOR

20

POL

DNK

DEU

KOR

AUS

USA

AUS

21

FIN

SWE

ESP

GRC

LTU

NLD

JPN

22

NZL

ITA

LTU

CHL

JPN

FRA

ROM

23

DNK

FIN

AUS

NZL

DNK

DEU

DNK

24

AUS

GBR

ROM

DNK

CZE

GBR

PRT

25

PRT

FRA

POL

POL

POL

JPN

HUN

26

GRC

USA

NLD

FIN

SWE

LTU

NZL

27

TUR

DEU

GBR

LTU

FIN

TUR

LTU

28

LTU

JPN

USA

JPN

NLD

KOR

FIN

Source: Bertelsmann Stiftung4

See: Van der Marel, E., Lamprecht, P., Deringer, H. and Erixon, F. (2017). Boosting Services Trade in the Age of
Digitalization: What is the Potential, What are the Obstacles? Gütersloh: Bertelsmann Stiftung.
4
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Another way of illustrating the same conclusion is to look at factors such as the position of
countries within the value chains of the digital economy. In view of their endowments, digital
convergers perform rather well as many of them are already plugged into the value chains of
ICT manufacturing or ICT services such as back-office operations. Forward linkages, i.e. the
domestic value added embodied in foreign exports, can be seen as a measure of integration
into international supply chains. Chart 6 shows these linkages in international supply chains
of digital convergers from 2001 to 2011. While their contributions to forward linkages were
already significant in 2001, they have further increased in the case of all digital convergers. This
shows that many of the convergers are generally creating more value-added in their economies by
connecting their economies to the arteries of the value and supply chains of foreign companies.
In other words, even if many countries in this group have few multinational companies that
trade directly from their home country with the world, the countries have prospered by a smart
use of endowments in international value chains. The same logic also applies to digital value
chains.
Chart 6: Domestic Value Added Embodied in Foreign Exports as Share of Gross Exports for Digital
Convergers, 2001 – 2011 (%)
26.0
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Group average

Source: OECD
Digital convergers are already established in international value chains and, even if their
endowments remain distant from the frontrunners, the output they create from current
digital endowments is significant and contributes substantially to their economies. They are
in competition with other economies in the world that have similar positions in international
value chains and they are on a trend of fast acceleration of their digital competitiveness. This
is illustrated, for example, by the fact that the digital economy has contributed to the centre
of economic gravity shifting away from Europe to Southeast Asia in recent years. This trend is
estimated to continue with the centre of economic gravity further shifting to the Asia-Pacific
region until 2025 (Erixon, 2017).
Their shared interest in improved regulatory conditions for the digital economy is based on trade
and economic integration, especially with frontier economies that have reasons to worry about
regulations that are restricting output. In that way, the ability of many convergers to prosper in
the digital value chain depends on the countries they trade with and their proximity to these
frontier economies. Hence, it becomes clear that digital convergers can profit from a faster pace
of digital economy growth by tying themselves closer to frontrunner economies. And in that
way, the future shape of the digital economy in this group hangs together with the future of
digital frontrunners: the more the latter group expands their digital economy, the greater the
benefit will be for convergers that are integrated with them.
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The integration of digital convergers into international value chains has further contributed to
the openness of their economies. Their economies show a significant degree of openness which is
comparable to that of digital frontrunners. As Chart 7 below points out, the trade ratio of digital
convergers is comparable with that of almost all digital frontrunners, and their average trade
ratio is even higher than that of non-EU digital frontrunners. In other words, these are already
economies for whom openness and linkages to other economies are crucially important. In that
way, they are similar to the digital frontrunners. They are both damaged by digital restrictions
that prevent these linkages to operate fully.
Chart 7: Trade ratio (Trade/GDP) of Digital Frontrunners (green), non-EU Frontrunners (blue)
and Digital Convergers (orange), 2015 (%)
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Source: World Bank
The future task for digital convergers lies in both generating more output from their accumulated
digital capital, through climbing the value chains of the digital economy, and expanding their
digital endowments. To do so, they need better market conditions for the digital economy and
more investment in digital capacities and skills. Better market conditions will enable them to
exploit their comparative advantage in the sectors in which they are specialised. Indeed, better
conditions are necessary for the efficient use of these countries’ accumulated digital capital,
which in turn also incentivises more investments.
For digital frontrunners, the future challenge is more skewed towards improving market and
regulatory conditions to allow for more output on the back of their digital endowments.
Different aspects are important for achieving such improved market conditions. The overall
reduction of the total number of product market regulations, as well as reducing the restrictiveness
of existing regulations, are effective policy measures. Heterogeneous product market regulations
across the economy prevent competition in the economy (Bauer and Erixon, 2016). This is
especially true when it comes to the crucial role of non-digital sectors for the growth potential
of the overall economy. Product market regulations prevent the use of ICT from entering into
non-digital sectors, where it can especially result in efficiency gains and contribute to enhanced
economic growth.
Table 6 outlines the product market regulation index with different indicators for digital
frontrunners and digital convergers. Considering the overall product market regulation index
value, the restrictions of digital convergers are on average still higher (index value of 1.4) than
those of digital frontrunners (1.37) and non-EU frontrunners (1.35). This is especially true for
the indicator of state control, where digital convergers on average score higher (2.22) than the
group of digital frontrunners (2.03) and non-EU digital frontrunners (2.13). These stronger
existing barriers again illustrate the potential for digital convergers not only to profit from further
openness to the digital economy in the future, but indeed to profit from it to a larger extent and
at a faster rate than digital frontrunners.
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Table 6: Product Market Regulation Index, 2013
Product market
regulation

Barriers to
entrepreneurship

State control

Barriers to trade
and investment

Digital Frontrunners
Belgium

1.39

2.19

1.78

0.18

Denmark

1.21

1.92

1.26

0.45

Estonia

1.29

1.61

1.56

0.71

Finland

1.29

2.13

1.55

0.20

Ireland

1.45

2.12

1.98

0.26

Luxembourg

1.46

2.45

1.71

0.21

Netherlands

0.92

1.43

1.19

0.12

Sweden

1.52

2.22

1.71

0.62

Latvia

1.61

2.02

2.03

0.77

Lithuania

1.52

2.18

1.57

0.80

Group average

1.37

2.03

1.63

0.43

Norway

1.46

2.13

1.69

0.57

Switzerland

1.50

2.68

1.56

0.26

Non-EU frontrunners

United Kingdom

1.08

1.57

1.49

0.20

Group average

1.35

2.13

1.58

0.34

Czech Republic

1.41

1.98

1.82

0.42

Hungary

1.33

2.05

1.69

0.24

Poland

1.65

3.06

1.64

0.24

Portugal

1.29

2.18

1.35

0.35

Slovakia

1.29

2.17

1.15

0.55

Spain

1.44

1.86

2.10

0.37

Group average

1.40

2.22

1.63

0.36

Digital convergers

Source: OECD
Existing product-market regulations prevent competition from improving the use of ICT into
these non-digital sectors. This is particularly true for the services sectors. For example, especially
digital-intensive services such as telecommunications and computer services, but also business
services, are important input services for industries. They are crucial for generating productivity
and increasing competitiveness. Both direct and indirect value added of such digital services
plays an important role for exports, for example in the manufacturing industry (Deringer,
Erixon, Lamprecht and Van der Marel, 2017).
As indicated by the OECD’s Services Trade Restrictiveness Index, services restrictions among
the digital convergers are relatively higher than those in the frontrunners group. Further
reduction of the amount of regulations and of the restrictiveness of existing regulations would
allow these countries to profit from increased efficiency gains, as well as resulting economic
competitiveness and growth. However, their level of restriction is still broadly comparable to
those of the frontrunners and it is even lower than the average level of restriction among the
non-EU frontrunners. Note that the level of restrictiveness of Lithuania, and especially Latvia, is
below the average of digital frontrunners, further justifying their inclusion in this group.
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Other crucial elements for achieving improved market conditions are high employment
protection, private credit provision, patent application open to non-residents as well as high
R&D expenditure (Van der Marel, 2016). In addition, policies supporting the entrepreneurial
spirit is a key element for taking and further developing comparative advantage. Support for
start-ups especially in non-digital sectors is key, as start-ups rely heavily on the use of software
and ICT for their business models in these sectors, too. Companies have to adapt to modern
forms of operation due to technological change, which can be described as the process of digital
business transformation (Forbes, 2017). In order to remain competitive and to withstand digital
disruption, companies have to be able to develop their digital business agility. Environmental
factors, such as policy intervention, are a crucial factor for this process, especially for SMEs and
start-ups.
Reduced product market regulations in these sectors are an important factor for attracting
investment and increasing economic growth. According to the World Bank’s Doing Business
database, digital convergers could still improve their position in this area. Their average position
in the ranking from 1 – 190 is only 74.7, which is behind the average of the digital frontrunners
with a score of 24.8 and of the non-EU frontrunners with a score of 36. Also, note again that
Lithuania, and especially Latvia, have rankings that are fully in line with the digital frontrunner
average, again confirming that they can be considered to be part of this group (see the table
below).
Table 7: Ranking in Starting a Business and Services Trade Restrictiveness Index
World Bank Doing Business Index 2016: Economy Ranking in Starting a Business (1-190)

OECD STRI Index, 2016

Digital Frontrunners
Belgium

17

0.284

Denmark

24

0.191

Estonia

14

0.224

Finland

28

0.242

Ireland

10

0.178

Luxembourg

67

0.244

Netherlands

22

0.181

Sweden

15

0.226

Latvia

22

0.132

Lithuania

29

0.185

24.8

0.209

Norway

21

0.305

Switzerland

71

0.308

United Kingdom

16

0.192

Group average

36

0.268

Czech Republic

81

0.206

Hungary

75

0.265

Poland

107

0.265

Portugal

32

0.219

Slovakia

68

0.225

Group average
Non-EU frontrunners

Digital convergers

Spain
Group average

Source: World Bank; OECD
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3. NEW INITIATIVES OF POLICY COLLABORATION FOR THE DIGITAL ECONOMY

Both digital frontrunners and convergers have strong reason to initiate new forms of policy
collaboration inside those groups – and between them. While the profile of these two groups are
somewhat different – especially as far as digital endowments are concerned – it is also clear that
there is variation in endowments and digital performance inside the groups, not just between
them. Finding initiatives that help countries to converge to the best standard could have a strong
economic payoff for countries.
Equally important, both groups of countries need to find ways to better articulate their policy
interests – in the short as well as the long-term – and to build alliances with the purpose of
impacting the future policy direction. While there have been some step-wise improvements of
digital policy in Europe over the years, the reality is that both frontrunners and convergers have
digital economic interests that have not been responded to by policy decisions at the EU level.
For example, the Digital Single Market initiative has yet to provide a policy of substantial
liberalisation. New regulations have sought to complicate data flows with countries like
Australia, Korea and Japan – countries with high-standard protection of data privacy – simply
because their data regulations are not identical with those in Europe. New companies like
WhatsApp, challenging incumbents in the telecom sector and bringing new services to people
with constrained high-quality access, are exposed to overly burdensome regulations. In member
states, if not the EU, new platforms have been rejected rather than embraced – some of them
are deemed to be anti-competitive despite bringing substantial improvements in markets and
competition to a great number of sectors. The list goes on – and leads to a depressing account of
current policy: it reflects the interests of less open economies with fewer instincts for competition
rather than those economies that are heavily plugged into the world economy.
What can various country groups do to change this trend of policy? In this chapter, we will look
at some initiatives that can be taken by digital frontrunners as well as digital convergers, in order
to build coalitions for policies that would support faster growth of the digital economy and
improve the positive economic impact of digitisation.
Initiatives for Digital Frontrunners
Initiatives to foster better collaboration between digital frontrunners is not a novel idea.
Countries in that group already meet – together with other EU member states – to discuss and
coordinate positions in Brussels. A more exclusive group of frontrunners have established the
so-called Digital9, or D9, initiative with the purpose of fostering a stronger policy coalition.
There are also various combinations of individual countries that meet in other fora to charge new
ground for the development of the digital economy. One such initiative is the Nordic Council, a
very established forum of government-to-government cooperation, with a Council of Ministers
and a secretariat, that also includes non-EU countries like Norway and Iceland. Earlier this year
they met to discuss the concept of the “Digital North” and adopted a political declaration stating
that “The Nordic-Baltic region is well-positioned to show the way for digitalisation in Europe”.
At a June meeting this year, a new cross-sectional Council of Ministers was established to work
specifically on matters of the digital economy between 2018 and 2020, and it has been equipped
with a budget that is tied to developing policies for the Digital Single Market.
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Box 1: Nordic Council initiative
The Nordic Council is an inter-parliamentary forum founded in 1953 by Sweden, Norway,
Iceland, Denmark, and Finland, and includes several observer and associate countries as well
(Nordic Co-operation, 2017). On the 25th of April 2017, at a Digital North conference,
the members of the Nordic Council signed a declaration, affirming their commitment
to intensifying their digitalisation efforts both domestically and on a cross-border level
(Norwegian Ministry of Local Government and Modernisation and Nordic Co-operation,
2017).
The declaration has three focus areas, the first of which concerns bolstering digitalisation
both in government and society, namely through a common platform for cross-border
public sector services to increase their effectiveness and reduce the administrative
burden of enterprises. The Council’s priorities in this regard involve cooperation on the
following items: cross-border digital infrastructure and removing technical and legal
barriers, particularly through more cross-border integration of electronic authentication
(eID) systems; improvements on the re-use and free movement of data; enhancing public
procurement practices; and guaranteeing information security and personal data protection
in all digitalisation efforts.
The second priority of the Council involves: improving competitiveness of enterprises,
through initiatives on innovation; liberalising digital markets through flexible regulation;
assisting digitalisation of SMEs; efforts to market the region’s strengths as a digital hub;
developing ICT capacities by improving freedom of movement and skills accreditation
procedures; promoting 5G and technological interoperability; and safeguarding workers’
protection and conditions through labour standards.
Finally, the Council aims to enhance the DSM in the Nordic-Baltic region through:
developing solutions and sharing good practices with regards to disruptive business models
and the new sharing economy; strengthening the voice of members of the council within
the EU/EEA area, especially concerning early legislative phases and regarding national
implementation of DSM policy; cooperate to abolish obstacles to the full functioning of
the DSM, namely unjustified data localisation policies and other regulatory barriers.
According to DG Connect’s Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI), Denmark,
Norway, Finland, and Sweden are the most digitised economies of Europe (European
Commission, 2017a). Regarding connectivity, Finland, with 97% 4G coverage, is the
only one of the four countries not to have 100% coverage, and all four countries have
some of the cheapest broadband in Europe, with subscriptions being on average <1% of
income. Regarding human capital, Finland has the most ICT specialists per capita (6.5%),
with Sweden being second (6.1%). Concerning internet use, Finland is also the country
where people use online banking the most (92%), while people use video on demand the
most in Denmark (49%), and people use the internet for music, videos and games most in
Sweden and Finland (91%). Denmark ranks best overall in terms of integration of digital
technology, as 27% of SMEs sell online, and 64% of companies use eInvoices, although
it is Finland which ranks first in terms of use of cloud computing in enterprises (40%).
Regarding digital public services, Denmark and Finland are also the countries with the
most eGovernment users (73% and 64% respectively).
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Undoubtedly, this is a promising initiative. Nordic countries are at the global frontier of the
digital economy and many of the countries in the region top global rankings over digital
readiness and technological capacity. In other words, they have substantial digital endowments.
They can also provide examples – positive and negative – to other countries about reforms and
investments that support a rapid expansion of the digital economy and redouble the positive
economic impact of digitisation. The sharing of these lessons between countries in the group will
be helpful to all participating countries. If they can also take them to countries outside of the
Nordic Council, the impact can be much larger.
Observers of the discussions held at these meetings, or the initial discussions over the D9-initiative
will, however, find that there is another obvious task for these group initiatives: to articulate an
idea for what digital frontrunners want to achieve in EU policy over the medium term and draw
conclusions for what that idea entails in the short term. Discussions between digital frontrunners
still remain weak on substance and all-too-often become an exercise responding to adverse events
and policy trends in the short term. There are only fragmented thoughts about the medium and
long-term agenda, for instance what the Digital Single Market actually should become and what
policies stand in the way for actually having one.

Box 2: The D9 Initiative
The Digital Nine (D9) group began forming and determining its priorities only recently,
in September 2016. It comprises ministers from Belgium, Denmark, Estonia, Finland,
Ireland, the Netherlands, Sweden and the UK, and has so far focused discussions on the
free-flow of data, geo-blocking and business taxes (Behsudi, 2016). Another focus of
the group also includes the possibility of creating a separate digital single market for its
member countries, so as to better be able to take advantage of their advancements, and to
facilitate cooperation.
Together, these nine countries are the most digitised in Europe, according to DG Connect’s
Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI). Regarding other indicators of Digital
Performance, Denmark has the highest E-intensity score, while the UK has the highest
Global innovation index score (value of 90.6) and the fastest Broadband speed (value of
26.8). The percentage of internet users is highest in Norway (96.8%). With 42.5 per 100
people, Denmark has the highest ratio of fixed broadband subscriptions in the group.
Finland has the highest ratio of mobile broadband subscription (144.1 per 100 people).

This is not surprising. Even if the digital economy has been a central feature of the economy for a
long time now, it is one that has constantly raised new types of issues and increasingly prompted
new considerations about what policies will actually drive its expansion. It is only recently that it
has become a clear concept in policymaking that the digital economy is not one sector that will
be supported or stymied only by digital-specific policies, but that its real potential is the degree
to which digital technologies can be embodied in non-digital sectors.
But the fragmented notions about how digital frontrunners want to progress policy over a longer
period of time point to a very clear task for new initiatives: while day-to-day policymaking will
always occupy the minds of ministers and governments, it is important for the success of policy
that the same actors invest time and thought in developing what policy initiatives should come
next and what they would want from new initiatives for the Digital Single Market. In the EU, this
is only work that can be done by the frontrunners, and it is work that will be useful in the short
term as well. All too often, frontrunners end up in an awkward situation in Brussels’ discussions
where they have to rally all their support behind an initiative from the Commission in order to
avoid it being diluted by other member states. But in the transactional and compromise-based
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policy culture of the EU, supporting the Commission means that the Commission position
becomes one of the extreme positions, and one that will not be the basis for an EU agreement.
The task of the frontrunners should rather be to stake out a position that goes much further than
what the Commission proposes. For that to happen, however, these countries need to know
where they want to go, and that remains an idea that has not been articulated, let alone thought
through by governments.
The new forms of collaboration that are established should aim to establish policies that are
exclusively in the interest of the frontrunners. Given that many of these issues are not EUspecific issues, but involve domestic policies as well as global policies, governments do not need
new forms of cooperation in addition to EU membership and EU policy. Rather, they can rather
allow a larger degree of flexibility and base cooperation on the participation of governments and
ministers that have ambitions and want to see them materialise.
For the D9 group of countries, there should be some new thoughts given to countries that should
participate in addition to current members. For example, there are good reasons to consider the
membership of some non-EU countries like Norway and a country that soon is about to leave
the EU – the United Kingdom – but whose policy instincts in matters of the digital economy
should remain in the European domain. There are other candidates as well to consider, but
the key point is that the D9 group of countries is not attractive because the ranking of these
countries in digital indexes, but for its ambitions and capacity to build a policy idea that goes
widely beyond current policy debates. While an obvious target for new policy ideas developed
in that group will be the European Union, they should not condition the participation on the
exact form of relation to the EU. After all, EU as well as non-EU countries have a big stake in
developing a digital economy with few restrictions to cross-border integration and that can easily
embody new technological innovation in the future.
However, the exclusive role of the D9 group of countries arguably rules out the participation of
countries that are not digital frontrunners. The task of that group, therefore, should be to build
an inclusive agenda involving other countries with less digital capacity, or that come with an
interest to focus the agenda on matters that are about moving the goalpost for the future and
developing the concepts and ideas of policy that will guide how policy evolves over the next
decades.
There is a role for forms of cooperation that build support for ambitious policies in the short
term and that can better serve as a “docking station” for countries that want EU policies to
become better suited for the digital economy. The role of such initiatives is neither to come up
with bold ideas, nor to be a hub for frontrunners, but to build a coalition for a digital economy
in Europe that is open and supports the economic integration that many countries have already
achieved. There will be a role for bilateral and region-to-region cooperation in that space. Often,
the capacity to build political coalitions depends upon the personal chemistry between ministers
and heads of governments, and the degree to which there is a good rapport between them on
specific issues. An example of this is how the personal relation between the former Swedish
Foreign Minister, Carl Bildt, and the former Polish Foreign Minister, Radek Sikorski, became
the basis for the launch of the Eastern Partnership initiative.
Such developments are also underway for the digital economy. The digital economy is now
front and centre in many bilateral relations between governments in Europe and there is
also an increasing need to find areas where there can be a good atmosphere of cooperation.
Countries in the Benelux and Visegrad have already started to schedule meetings at high political
levels to discuss how they see the future of EU cooperation, and it makes sense to give the
digital economy a central role in these discussions because it is an area where these regions are
converging. Likewise, Nordic countries are increasingly engaging with Visegrad countries and
the geographical proximity between some of these countries, along with their shared interest in
encouraging faster digital growth, is a good platform for policy oriented discussions related to
EU policy.
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Box 3: Why it’s important to keep the UK in Europe’s digital loop
As a recent report by Frontier Economics demonstrates, digital services and goods
make up a significant portion of the UK’s economy (Derrington, 2017). Indeed, digital
industries are responsible for 16% of domestic output, 24% of exports, and three
million jobs. This not only makes the UK a key player in global digital markets, but an
important asset for the EU’s long-term digitalisation efforts. In this policy sphere, the
UK has been an important proponent of cross-border e-commerce, consumer protection,
e-identificaton, clearer copyright frameworks (Neville-Rolfe, 2015), and an open and
flexible digital market, regardless of its exit from the EU (Parliament UK, 2017). Indeed,
there are certain areas where losing the UK’s input would be a great cost to the EU.
This is especially true in the field of connectivity and data, as the UK’s cross-border
data flows account for 11.5% of global transfers in 2015 (ibid ). Unsurprisingly, 75%
of those data flows are with other EU countries. The infrastructure characteristics of the
UK’s data industry are a primary reason why it has been a leading player in this field, as
42% of the EU’s colocation data centers in main cities are located in London, making it
second in the world (CBRE, 2016). Brexit is likely to have a significant impact on this
part of the UK’s digital economy, primarily through the EU’s General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) (European Parliament and Council of the European Union, 2016),
which goes into effect in May 2018. Even if the UK maintains a data protection regime
similar to the GDPR, a change of the UK’s status would require the EU Commission to
review its adequacy to determine whether it matches the requirements of EU law. Were
it to deem the UK’s data protection regime inadequate, the EU Commission would
force localisation or redirection of data, with dire consequences for UK and EU partners.
Uncertainty would lead firms to restrict flows with regards to amount and type, thus
harming the services the UK exports to the EU. Although relocation would likely balance
out short-term losses in output created by legal uncertainty, this would also mean that
the UK would be lost as a proponent of free data flows, with its ability to contribute to
innovation in terms of technology and policy loss as well.
Similarly, although much of the UK’s finance industry is likely to relocate in some form
to continental Europe (Arnold and Noonan, 2016), the EU would nonetheless suffer
the loss of the UK’s capabilities in financial innovation provided by its flexible regulatory
system (Baldwin and Burbidge, 2017) (Ernst & Young, 2016). Indeed, regulations
such as the Financial Services and Markets Act (The National Archives, 2000) and its
principles based (rather than rules-based) approach have provided investors with room
to fund new technologies and innovative start-ups. Additionally, Project Innovate
(2014) (Financial Conduct Authority, 2017) has provided support to innovators, namely
through a ‘regulatory sandbox’ allowing new products to be tested with real consumers.
This, combined with the UK’s large capital markets (Hartmann, Heider, Papaioannou
and Lo Duca, 2007), attractive research systems, and focus on exports of tech goods
and knowledge-intensive services (European Commission, 2017b), means that the UK
is one of the top three most innovative economies in the world according to a report
by WIPO (2016) and the world’s leading fintech hub in terms of market size (Kelly
and Jones, 2016). Although much of the UK’s fintech industry may be exported in the
event of relocations following Brexit, the same cannot be done so easily with the flexible
regulatory system in which it strived. Were the EU to lose such an important player and
promoter of liberal regulation, its overall efforts at financial regulation would be severely
hampered.
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However, bilateral relations can only move policy cooperation a bit – and they are no substitute
for more structured cooperation when the purpose is to build new coalitions. They are the glue
that can make more institutionalised forms of cooperation work smoothly and be fed with
new ideas, but there is an important role now to make sure that there is a platform of digital
frontrunners and digital convergers to regularly meet with the purpose of establishing a coalition
for positive policy change.
That platform can be a ‘Friends of the Digital Economy Group’ that will gather frontrunners
and convergers that are members of the EU. By our calculation, that would be the “D16 group
of countries” – a group of 16 members that have a comparatively high degree of economic
openness and that is committed to building a Digital Single Market in the EU that reduces
barriers to digital integration and enterprise at a fast rate. The agenda of that group should follow
the EU policy cycle, but allow for the entire group to take initiatives in the EU. Apart from
encouraging bolder steps for building the Digital Single Market, this group should put a lot of
emphasis on the competitiveness agenda for Europe. Despite some variation between countries
in their economic and domestic policies, they share a pretty liberal view on the economy that
includes expanding entrepreneurship and improving the conditions for SMEs to grow. They are
not supportive of digital dirigisme – nor do they take the view that there should be a defensive
industrial policy for the digital economy that protects incumbents against new competition from
digital entrepreneurs.
For the D16 initiative to leverage policy it should build a virtual infrastructure around it that
ensures that it is given high political attention. An annual summit for heads of governments
would help to give it political weight. A schedule of regular meetings of relevant ministers
would force attention given to the agenda. A D16 Business Group attached to it would use the
energy of businesses and help to shape an agenda that reflects real market problems. A separate
chairperson tasked to manage the agenda would ensure continuity so that agreed priorities and
positions are delivered.
Initiatives for Digital Convergers
Digital convergers share a similar degree of openness with digital frontrunners when it comes to
openness to trade and regulatory freedom, for example, with regard to product market regulations
or services trade restrictiveness. However, digital convergers are behind digital frontrunners in
their digital endowments, and hence the forms of cooperation that digital convergers should
encourage need to be based on two components: setting the right type of market regulations for
the digital economy to grow and supporting investment in digital endowments.
Generally, digital convergers have strong economic interests to associate themselves with the
digital frontrunners. They can import digital endowments and policy experience from them.
Importantly, they both have companies focused at exploiting their comparative advantages in
value chains and frontrunners have examples to show convergers how they can climb these value
chains faster. Given their tight economic integration with the European and global economy,
digital convergers have an interest in ensuring digital success for countries that are closer than
them to the digital frontier, or that actually is at the frontier.
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However, digital convergers can start closer to home. There is a clear role for greater regional
cooperation between countries – cooperation that seeks to build regional coalitions and
share experiences of what has worked well in regulatory policy and the investment in digital
endowments. Existing groups such as the “Visegrad Group” or “V4” can therefore be expanded
and given a clearer purpose in matters of the digital economy. Digitisation is already today a key
component in the V4 and, as an example, in March 2017 the Prime Ministers of the Visegrad
countries adopted the “Warsaw Declaration” stressing their intent to cooperate in innovation
and digital affairs (Visegrad Group, 2017a). That is a promising development, and one that now
needs to be backed up by substance and good initiatives. Likewise, there is substantial bilateral
cooperation between Spain and Portugal, two other convergers, and there should now be more
attention given to the digital.

Box 4: Visegrad’s digital cooperation
One of the main contributions of the V4 to the DSM includes their promotion of
the Directive establishing the European Electronic Communications code (ibid.), and
the subsequent adoption of their associated common paper on the 6th of February
2017 by V4 regulatory agencies (Visegrad Group, 2017b ). This directive (European
Commission, 2016) recasts the four directives currently regulating the European
electronic communications market through: more effective spectrum management at the
European level (although the V4 is opposed to measures which would hamper national
competences in this matter); a peer review mechanism; improvements to market access
and infrastructure competition; and improvements to the universal service regime, among
other issues.
In November 2016, at the Budapest Regional Digital Summit, the V4 signed the
“Memorandum of Understanding for Regional Cooperation in the Areas of Innovation
and Startups”, which aimed to make cooperation easier with regards to promoting
the expansion of start-ups (Visegrad Group, 2015). Its main activities include the
introduction of “We4Startups”, a tool to facilitate matchmaking between startups, policy
makers and investors. Additionally, the V4 committed to organising various events,
including pitching events. One of such events was the V4 Startups and Scale-ups 2016,
which took place in the Netherlands (AXS Markets, 2016). It included panels with policy
makers and representatives from startups. The Memorandum expanded the role of the V4
Innovation Task Force, which was originally launched in November 2014, and which acts
as a platform to share information, develop innovation and funding strategies, identify
joint interests, and organise events with the aim of improving networking and raising
awareness. The regional startup platform was later also joined by Slovenia (PODIM,
2007).
The Warsaw declaration (Visgrad Group, 2017a), signed at the Central Eastern Europe
Innovators Summit in March 2017, was another initiative exemplifying the V4’s drive to
promote their digital economies. Among other things, the declaration expressed the V4’s
commitment in the following areas: promoting innovation, preparing for next generation
mobile services (5G), facilitating joint research, supporting SMEs, increasing ICT and
digital skills at all educational levels, improving cyber security, supporting regional
Industry 4.0 projects, acting against unjustified barriers to the free flow of data, and
developing policies to improve data privacy and protection. Additionally, the declaration
announced that a special budget line would be dedicated within the International
Visegrad Fund for R&D&I, so that grants would be more available to the business
and scientific community (Visgrad Fund, 2017). The priorities of these strategic grants
include regional cooperation for competitiveness and connectivity, security and stability,
and general promotion of the V4.
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Such new and intensified forms of cooperation within the group of digital convergers should
focus on the regional level, including regions within countries. Digital convergers have high
levels of digital inequality and there are regions with little capacity to build an economy in the
back of digital endowments. These countries are not unique: regions within other countries
also have very different endowments and perform differently in the digital economy. Still, the
problem of digital inequality is a more important matter for many convergers because the lack
of skill and ICT capacity prevents digitisation to ripple through the entire economy and lift
productivity.
For these reasons, digital convergers could reinforce their region-to-region collaboration. This
new form of cooperation does not have to be limited to the national level alone. An increased
cooperation between strong regions within the group of digital convergers can also lead to a
better understanding of the policy needs and goals of the entire group – or parts of it such as
the V4 – and to make sure that good experiences are shared across regions in different countries.
There are already plenty of such exercises in other policy matters – and it is surprising that digital
policy and development have not taken a more central role. That underlies the point that an
initiative that involves more countries can be a better conduit for engaging in policy discussions
that are seldom squeezed out from the agenda.
As part of regional initiatives like the V4, digital convergers should also intensify their collaboration
with other open economies that have managed to increase their digital endowments. Here, existing
groups of countries such as the Nordic Council represent recurrent opportunities for different
forms of cooperation (Office of the Prime Minister Norway, 2017). As previously mentioned,
the group of Benelux countries are also good partners from which ideas and experiences can
be imported. Cooperation with these groups can also involve areas that are not on the level of
influencing EU policy, as digital convergers have the potential to profit from the lessons learned
of these countries with regard to their process of increasing digital endowments.
Digital convergers should also embrace initiatives like the “D16 group”. Digital frontrunners
have gone through a process of increasing their digital endowments and have established a
cooperation that helped to identify their own domestic digital goals. For digital convergers, close
contacts with frontrunners will help to shape their own domestic agendas. In such a forum,
they could build on the efforts by other countries to improve market conditions, for example
through competition-enhancing reforms including digital sectors. Digital convergers share the
interest of frontrunners to reduce heterogeneous product market regulations – especially services
regulations – and boost efficiency gains through the increased use of ICT especially in nondigital sectors. Moreover, they have shared interests in economic issues that are important for the
growth of the digital economy, such as employment protection adapted to the modern economy,
credit provision, patent application, and R&D cooperation.
However, a more relevant ambition for digital convergers in a D16 initiative is to anchor their
own policy in a larger group that share many of the policy aspirations to foster greater digital
entrepreneurship and increasing their role in digital value chains. Just like digital frontrunners,
convergers need a new context to articulate their policies and priorities, and to draw up strategies
for how their demands will be responded to by EU policy. Many of the current policy initiatives
are new to every government, and there is not a sure way for governments to manage them in
a way that is compatible with their own economic interests. A plurilateral initiative like D16
would help to steer work by national governments and to streamline it in accordance with
policies and positions that are debated more openly with other countries. Such transparency on
issues is important for every government – but it is accentuated in economies where there is still
a need to develop a general narrative about where the country stands in digital value chains and
how the digital economy can improve the performance of the economy. Like in other countries,
digital convergers have no shortage of visions and aspirations, but there is a gap between these
visions and the general perception about where they are positioned now.
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